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Patient

• Ownership of data/information

• Shared decision making between professionals and 

patients

• Accessible information, time to absorb, confidence in 

using medicines safely.



Systems and culture

• Better systems and culture for learning from errors/harm

• Recognition and understanding of harm and effective harm 

reduction techniques

• Professionals are aware of the impact of unsafe practice on 

the patient – all contribute to improvement

• Ownership by all, not just pharmacists



Information/communication

• Everyone makes decisions about medicines based on 

current, complete and understandable information

• Improve IT infrastructure (better sharing of electronic 

information)



Reliable Actions

• Whole system process for medicines reconciliation (activity)

• Structured discharge planning to enhance medicines 

reconciliation

• Access to support use of emergency medicines in the pre-

hospital setting to reduce hospital admissions

• Regular rationalisation of medicines including OTC



Levers for Further Change
Arvind Veiraiah
National Clinical Lead



Question 5: Show of hands

• Raise your hand if you found yourself to be part of the ‘Who’ for:

- The two differences that matter most to you

- Differences that matter to others

•Now raise your hand if this exercise suggested something
that you could do in your job role for medicines safety
that you hadn’t thought about before.



Question 6: Silent task for 3 minutes

•What changes can you make in the next one to four weeks to 
bring about improvement in medicines safety?

Write down as many changes you can make, each in a separate 
post-it note. Include the changes that you could make on your own, 
as well changes you could help others in the
team with.



A few examples for those who need them

Learn from non-
administration of 

medicines 

Audit whether I 
ask/inform 

patients about 
meds

Identify highest 
risk medicines at 

my workplace

Give better 
feedback on 
prescribing 



Question 6: Silent task for 3 minutes

What changes can you make in the next one to four weeks to bring 
about improvement in medicines safety?

Write down as many changes as you make, each in a separate 
post-it note. Include the changes that you could make all by 
yourself, as well changes you could help others in the
team with.



Joining up the work: Group task for 10 min

Now using a sheet from the flip chart provided, arrange all your 

notes according to 3 – 10 themes of your choice. 

Move clockwise around your table, with each person

contributing one note at a time until their notes are 

exhausted, when they can just pass their turn.

•Please name each theme for later use.



What are our levers for change? 

• An iterative learning process

• Started with MCAG

• Co-design with you today



Themes we identified for levers for changes

Effective medicine 
safety governance 

structures

IT systems
Quality 

improvement 
support

Attractiveness for 
staff of medicines 

safety work 

Clear staff roles and 
responsibilities

Patient  knowledge, 
participation and 

co-design



Creating shared knowledge: Group task for 10 min

Remove the A3 document from the envelope marked “Do not 

open”. 

Move your post-it notes from the flip chart sheet and place them

within the appropriate columns in the table (local or national).

Add any new ideas you may get now directly into the

table using a pen, including change ideas at the

national level.



Creating shared knowledge: Feedback

Were there any post-it notes at any table that did not fit into the 

table?

Of the themes that you identified at each table, are there

any that did not appear in the A3 worksheet?



Learning for our improvement: Feedback

How was the experience of this exercise for you?

Please raise your hand if you think there are any concerns that

we should be looking out for while testing these change

ideas?



Next Steps
David Maxwell
Improvement Advisor



Next Steps

• Summary of today’s proceedings

• Co-design our approach to 2018/19

• Monthly WebEx series



Next Steps

• Local tests of change – please keep us 
posted

• Inform direction at the national level –
MCAG

• Share and connect with others







Close
Joanne Matthews
Head of Safety and Improvement (Chair)

Twitter: @SPSPMedicines
Email: spsp-medicines.hcis@nhs.net
Web: ihub.scot/spsp/medicines/
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As part of Healthcare Improvement Scotland’s ihub, SPSP activities support the provision of safe, 
high quality care, whatever the setting.


